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COVID 19 CRISIS

Lessons from Italy By Paolo and Stefano Palomba, IPLC Europe

Italy was the first European country to be hit 
hard by the novel corona virus. The pressure on 

the food retail sector was felt immediately and 
some valuable lessons can be learnt by the SA 
retailers.

In-store
l Supermarkets and drugstores remain open for 

business but with restrictions on the number of 
shoppers allowed in-store (based on one person 
per 3-4 square metres) and the ‘essential’ nature 
of the products sold.

l Additional distancing measures in place with 
‘chevrons’ on the floor to remind customers to 
keep distance from each other and from staff. 
Staff are required to enforce these rules.

l Plexi-glass till fixtures with staff wearing masks 
and gloves are common.

l Supermarkets are starting to provide trolley 
sanitising and hand-washing facilities.

l Some stores are extending opening hours to 
allow for dilution of shopper numbers at any 
one time. However, businesses need to consider 
staff fatigue and cleaning requirements.

l Therefore, some stores are looking to reduce 
opening hours or close on certain days.

l Stores are not proceeding with promotional 
activity or price activity, so uplifts are not 
created unnecessarily.

Online
l Esselunga are offering free deliveries to over-65’s
l Carrefour are only delivering to over-65’s
l One delivery per family per week
l Week ending 8 March saw online sales  

+82% year on year
l Esselunga now have a two-week wait time on 

deliveries
l This phenomenon has been mirrored in most 

countries across Europe.

Industry leadership
l Eurospin (Italian discounter) is giving all frontline 

retail staff a €100 bonus ‘thank you’ and 
emergency insurance for any staff contracting 

Covid-19 sickness that requires hospitalisation
l Retailers are starting to invest in media ads to 

thank their own staff for their service and thank 
medical staff for their massive efforts.

l Both retailers and manufacturers also making 
significant monetary donations to hospitals.



Sales impact
l Italian market was growing at +1% before the 

outbreak
l Sales in retail are currently up by around 11% 

(Nielsen) but suppliers feel this is understated. 
Core retail product sales are up anything 
between 10% and 400% depending on the 
category and product.

l Initial uplift was in the northern outbreak region, 
but this has moved south

Three key drivers of sales growth
l Irrational panic buying and hoarding
l Purchase of healthcare and supplement products
l Transfer of ‘out of home’ to ‘in-home’ eating 

(37% of Italian consumption was OOH)
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Channel differences
l If it looked like some discounters were not 

coping with the panic buying, its likely because 
they only stock the highest volume sellers. As 
a result, they will have more obvious empty 
shelves during this panic buying phase. Arguably, 
they have the most efficient supply chains and 
can absorb a sustained 15% uplift quite easily.

l The mainstream multiples will struggle to 
cope with online orders but are likely looking 
to suppliers to provide additional short-term 
capacity through their vans (for direct to store 
deliveries AND as sub-contracted grocery home 
delivery agents).

l Convenience operators have a proximity 
advantage and will see sales uplifts similar to 
those seen during extreme weather events when 
consumers restrict their movement and shoppers 
stay local.

Consequences for European  
food & drink businesses
l Expect to see similar, more stringent controls 

on freedom of movement implemented across 
Europe (if not already). New announcements 
may lead to additional phases of panic buying.

l Expect sustained shift from food service to food-
retail resulting in a rough 10% to 15% uplift in 
retail sales and almost total decline of out of 
home consumption.

l HoReCa (hotel, restaurant, catering) trade is 
decimated and this impacts suppliers who are 
heavily exposed in this channel. Suppliers of 

HoReCa products in export markets should 
watch closely to see if similar lockdowns come 
in export markets.

l With mass job losses, the medium term 
reaction will be similar to the recession: 
Shoppers will switch to private label to save 
money, more scratch cooking and home-
baking (saves money & uses up free time as an 
‘activity’ for stir-crazy kids and parents).

l For now, shoppers will buy whatever is on-shelf, 
retailers don’t actively care if this is PL or brand.

l New opportunities will emerge as consumers 
and retailers will demand additional 
certification around hygiene standards, 
sanitising etc whilst consumers switch away 
from un-packaged goods. Some retailers will 
seek NPD and new listings to cover their gaps 
on shelf.

l Raw material shortages and supply 
interruptions are a concern as the crisis 
develops. Some products from China were 
completely unavailable due to factory and 
port closures. European sourced items may 
have supply interruptions due to lack of clarity 
on movement of goods across borders. Some 
locally sourced items were unavailable due to 
factory closures in the worst affected regions 
of northern Italy. Packaging and specific 
components for Detergent Sprays (triggers etc) 
are in extreme short supply and may not see 
availability for another six weeks.

l Other shortages include PPE items such as 
surgical face masks etc.



l Start recruiting unemployed food service 
industry staff now. They will likely be basic food 
hygiene trained and can act as a reserve for 
when your regular staff absenteeism increases in 
the coming weeks due to sickness, fatigue or fear 
of infection. This approach is being taken in US, 
UK and Ireland industries despite the challenge 
of training staff whilst a business is coping with 
intensive production levels. The conclusion is 
that for non-Italian countries, where there is an 
opportunity to prepare, they should do so. If like 
Italy, your country is in the midst of the surge 
infection phase, then retraining will be difficult.

Conclusion
The team at IPLC is committed to sharing our 
learnings from all markets across Europe. We are 
driven by a sense of collaboration and camaraderie 
in these challenging times and we remain available 
to facilitate further information sharing and 
webinars in the coming weeks.
For more information, visit www.iplc-europe.com.
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l Food businesses will need to introduce 
additional hygiene and sanitising measures: 
rotas for hand hygiene, rotas for disinfecting 
frequent contact surfaces etc. Crucially, smart 
businesses will do well to consider how this is 
communicated to customers and end-users to 
try allay fears.

Immediate actions for business
Employers will need to introduce testing and 
isolation procedures. Staff temperature checking 
will become widespread. If a team member 
becomes sick, then the whole immediate team will 
likely end up isolated. 

Here are some mitigations for employers to 
improve business continuity:

l Introduce time separation e.g. one-hour gap 
between day and evening shifts to ring-fence shift 
groups and limit any sickness to a specific group

l Staggered break times
l If staff member feels even slightly unwell advise 

self-isolation – ‘if in doubt, sit it out
l Upweight training on correct use of PPE and hand 

hygiene
l Concentrate on producing the top selling SKUs 

and agree this in advance with retailers
l Consider training non-production staff to fulfil 

production and distribution roles and fill gaps 
when staff are sick or isolating.

l Consider a staff bonus to encourage people to 
work and say thanks for the additional shifts and 
workload etc.
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